Nowadays teaching foreign languages to students is aimed at their mastering of intercultural communication in standard situations on the basis of communicative minimum including certain knowledge of linguistic and cultural studies. Proper attention should be paid to the selection of teaching material: it must be authentic, in our case – authentic poetry. The paper aims to describe the ways of improving students’ practical readiness for oral communication, elicit potential of poetic texts and consider them as a means of enriching students’ vocabulary based on reading and analysis. It will allow future foreign language teachers to improve their proficiency, prepare themselves for tolerant attitude towards other cultures and nations as well as comparing them with the specific character of their own culture, critical reflection of it and the system of personal values. Advancement of teaching English vocabulary is implemented through interactive teaching reading and understanding authentic poetry through the system of individual tasks. The latter are aimed at stimulation of reading authentic poetry by students, development of their abilities and skills of independent work on these tasks, raising the level of mastering foreign language vocabulary. Work with poetry may be used efficiently for the development of students’ creative thinking as motivation for enrichment vocabulary with culture-specific words and for the development of spontaneous speech.
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Introduction
In today’s society, there is a challenging problem of training skilled personnel for every sphere of activity, including higher linguistic educational institutions. State documents on higher education place emphasis on the necessity to educate the new generation of teaching staff prepared for meeting educational needs of every personality, development of his/her intellectual and cultural potential. In this context, improvement of the efficiency of training future teachers of foreign languages becomes a topical issue of contemporary higher pedagogical education. Nowadays teaching foreign languages to students is aimed at their mastering of intercultural communication in standard situations on the basis of communicative minimum including certain knowledge of linguistic and cultural studies.

Besides, future philologists should be able to teach foreign literature and country studies [5]. The main purpose of teaching foreign languages to students of linguistic specialties is the formation of their communicative competence. The main strategic orientation of the English Curriculum for students of higher educational institutions is the formation of professional communicative competence.

With regard to the above-mentioned purposes, proper attention should be paid to the selection of teaching material: it must be authentic; in our case, it is reasonable to use authentic poetry. Authentic texts are those that are used in everyday life of native speakers, their real output, which is characterised by inartificial vocabulary, grammatical forms, usage of contextually appropriate means of a language [1].

In the works on teaching methods, poetic texts are
considered as a means of teaching foreign languages. For example, work with English and French poetic texts at secondary school was studied by H. Podosyannikova and N. Tsursylyna correspondingly; teaching reading and English discussions based on poetry were considered by T. Kamaieva and N. Andronik; the principles of using poetry as a means of forming intercultural competence and activation of students’ learning and cognitive activity (I. Lukianchenko). Saraç also explains the educational benefits of poetry as follows: it provides readers with a different view point towards language use by going beyond the known usages and rules of grammar, syntax and vocabulary; triggers unmotivated readers owing to being so open to explorations and different interpretations; evokes feelings and thoughts in heart and in mind, makes students familiar with figures of speech (i.e. simile, metaphor, irony, personification, imagery, etc.) due to their being a part of daily language use.

However, a great number of research works do not cover all the aspects of teaching foreign languages. For example, none of the works reviewed the opportunities of forming foreign language communicative competence on the basis of poetry as an important part of national culture and aesthetic values of native speakers. Also, educative and aesthetic potential of poetic texts were not considered by the above-mentioned authors. Therefore, the paper aims to describe the ways of improving students’ practical readiness for speaking, elicit potential of poetic texts and consider them as a means of enriching students’ vocabulary based on reading and analysis. The task of the paper is to prove that rhymed representation of material improves the efficiency of teaching foreign languages.

Discussion
Dealing with this task in the current context requires a teacher’s thorough understanding of personality-oriented educational paradigm, creative approach to the organisation of foreign languages teaching. Proper attention should be paid to the selection of socio-cultural learning material, including poetry, as a means of students’ communicative competency. In this regard, it is reasonable to use authentic learning material in order to make students’ speaking skills authentic as well. The use of poetic texts in teaching foreign languages at linguistic universities will improve the efficiency of forming students’ practical readiness for foreign-language authentic communication. It will allow future foreign language teachers to improve their proficiency, prepare themselves for tolerant attitude towards other cultures and nations as well as comparing them with the specific character of their own culture, critical reflection of it and the system of personal values.

With regard to the above-mentioned, the essence of the concept of future teachers-philoologists’ speaking skills that are formed on the basis of poetic texts is the unity of practical and theoretical components. The practical component includes command of the language of English poetic texts, word-formation means, lexical norms of its use; abilities and skills of using poetic vocabulary in learning and real life communication in English; the ability to analyse lexical component of one’s own speech and improve it. The theoretical component includes professional philological knowledge of poetic terms, literary terms, lexicological categories; linguistic, historical and content analysis of a text; poetic presentation of thoughts on the subject that is being learned.

Considering the need for improving the quality of training foreign language teachers in the system of higher education, authentic poetry is an effective means of forming communicative competence at foreign language classes with senior students.

For improving students’ speaking skills by means of poetry, we have chosen the following aspects of foreign language teaching: the influence of poetry on the development of background speech culture, which involves knowledge of English vocabulary with national cultural semantics as well as words denoting culture-specific features of daily life, customs, the ability to use lexical units conveying socio-cultural information, symbols, realia, artifacts, clichés, grammar expressive means with socio-cultural features in the process of intercultural communication in English. This aspect is implemented by means of partial introduction of additional background knowledge and corresponding linguistic means that are consistent with the textbook material in terms of content, complexity level and the level of students’ proficiency into foreign language classes.

The formation of lexical abilities and skills in senior students (future foreign language teachers) involves systematisation of the acquired lexical units, including the ones denoting cultural realia, the ability to use them appropriately and recognise culture-specific vocabulary. Advancement of teaching English vocabulary is implemented through interactive teaching reading and understanding authentic poetry through the system of individual tasks. The latter are aimed at stimulation of students’ reading authentic poetry, development of their abilities and skills of independent work on these tasks, raising the level of mastering foreign language vocabulary. These strategies should be implemented when studying every new topic.

At practical English lessons poetry creates favourable conditions for the development of creative thinking: the deeper is students’ aesthetic knowledge, the better imagination and thinking they have, thus they will be willing to express and substantiate their points of view. Work with poetry may be used efficiently for the development of students’ creative thinking as motivation for enrichment vocabulary with culture-specific words and for the development of spontaneous speech. Linguistic material of poetry (particularly lexical units) is represented in its natural contextual environment; consequently, it is easily memorised and recognised while reading and listening, used in speaking and writing. The influence of poetry on the development of students’ creative thinking is targeted at their independent search for new information and methods of work, solving educational problems. Therefore, it contributes to the formation of a certain mindset, invincible beliefs, comprehensive acquisition of knowledge and the
ability to use it creatively. On the other hand, this aspect facilitates the formation of success achievement motivation, the development of students’ intelligence. As can be seen from the above, implementation of this aspect involves the formation and development of students’ creativity by means of activating their thinking taking into account poetry-based problem situations created by the teacher in the process of students’ acquisition of new lexical knowledge, abilities and skills.

The development of future teachers-philologists’ speaking skills is impossible without mastering general cultural rules of behaviour and stylistic culture of speech associated with knowledge of poetic acronyms, unusual word forms, violation of typical rules of logical ordering and positions of words in word combinations and sentences; the abilities to arrange culturally specific linguistic and speech material in the process of intercultural interaction in English; the abilities to choose appropriate style of speech and form of an utterance depending on the purpose of communication, express thoughts, intents and feelings independently using the vocabulary learned before, interpret native speakers’ responses to students’ speaking.

This aspect may be implemented in the following forms: self-directed learning under teacher’s supervision; autonomous learning in a foreign language in private or in a group using diverse authentic poetry (under teacher’s supervision); self-directed mastering of the foreign language with the help of a learning guide without teacher’s assistance; one-to-one teaching with one or several teachers; self-directed learning of the foreign language at self-access centres.
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